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is it possible to know all about someone just by looking at their handwriting
imagine you could ask anyone to write down two simple words yet you could
start telling them what they re like from their handwriting almost
immediately even complete strangers you must admit that would be cool how
could you know so much with so little information well with the graphology
system outlined in this new graphology book designed to be learned in few
days you can be giving interesting yet fun handwriting readings in no time at
all here are some points to consider can be learned over a weekend requires
only two words to be written down can be done for two or more people at the
same time a great ice breaker or conversation starter once you ve learned it
it s almost impossible to forget oh and did we mention the free audiobook we
almost forgot not only do you get the book packed with examples exercises and
top tips to make learning graphology as painless as possible you also get the
13 part audiobook thrown in as well flash cards with the book and audiobook
you also get a set of 10 flash cards print them off onto index cards and
stick them in your back pocket so you can have an instant refresher moment
while you re still learning the system no need for last minutes nerves a
quick look at your flash cards and you can top up your new found knowledge in
a jiffy powerful stuff seriously knowing this information is powerful
everyone is interested in themselves and by using the fun techniques in this
unique book you ll find that sometimes you simply haven t got the time to
check out everybody s handwriting reviews i really enjoyed reading your new
book and would heartily recommend it it is a great way to learn the art
without spending hours ploughing through the many books out there on the
subject richard osterlind julian is a wonderful teacher i ve tried learning
enough about graphology before to use as an adjunct to my mentalism
performances but it never stuck and i quickly became bored with julian s
system once the info is in your head it isn t easily leaving and i found the
whole process fun julian has set this up in a way that you get constant
reinforcement for your efforts and just want to keep going bill cushman i
have finished julian s book on graphology and highly recommend it julian has
condensed a large amount of information on graphology into an easily
memorized system and provided a presentation that is short sweet and can be
done on the back of a business card i like to explain how i am getting my
information as i am doing the reading and julian s system is perfectly suited
for this in fact it is so simple to explain that your subject will likely go
away believing they have learned something valuable even in the unlikely
event that most of your reading doesn t hit the mark so you really cannot
lose anyone that is interested in graphology should definitely pick up this
book john lumber as a long time graphologist i ve perused julian s manuscript
and can attest that it is exactly as described he s taken some of the real
meat of the subject and found a way to explain it clearly and simply and to
do it in a wicked clever mnemonic sort of structure that makes it quite easy
to remember and therefore easy to explain to others he s done a lot of hard
mental work so that you won t have to well worth the price tag for those who
wish to use it brane other kindle books in the speed learning series by
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julian moore speed learning graphology the art of handwriting analysis speed
learning cartomancy a playing card reading primer speed learning palmistry
palm readings in your own words speed learning numerology numbers past and
present with the lo shu square speed learning star signs a collection of
papers by practicing graphologists as well as critics from many fields
providing a balanced evaluation of claims that personality aptitude and
psychological and physical health can be determined through handwriting
analysis paper edition unseen 21 95 annotation copyright by book news inc
portland or learn the many ways handwriting can reveal personality traits in
this comprehensive introduction to graphology in handwriting analysis
graphology expert karen kristin amend offers a fresh approach to the
principles of graphology covering all aspects of handwriting from size and
spacing to pace and form quality this book is designed to help readers learn
the skills of whole person profiling amend demonstrates how to determine
various personality traits ranging from mood to moral character self
confidence and emotional needs she also shows how to detect emotional
disturbance or mental illness with new material for understanding the
significance of the writing rhythm this volume also provides handwriting
samples of famous people shows practical uses of handwriting analysis
including personal commercial and governmental and shares the professional
experiences of analyst allan k grim handwriting analysis laws principles and
more is mr cammarata s presentation of handwriting s inherent scientific base
from which handwriting is analyzed like any other scientific study
handwriting is based upon inescapable laws elements principles which are
exhibited each time a person writes these form the stable rock of its
foundation part of that rock is the only two possible movements when writing
these movements are stated with instant proof no different than any other
science handwriting s silent but dynamic portrayal of personality is a
wonderment of human analytical and historical development handwriting is
actually brain writing by assessing the permanent inescapable elements a
personality can be traced just like the infamous duck tracks besides
describing the elements principles laws original concepts of handwriting will
be presented a 20 year study to determine the very necessary average standard
size for writing is given with statistics and insight into the power of
handwriting a presentation is made implying handwriting s reality source base
further the generally accepted copybook standard writing size is challenged
with various arguments the process of personnel selection before hiring is
also presented and much to the employer s advantage it s the personality that
does the job not experience nor education yes the latter help but they do not
do the job only the inherent qualities matched to the job description can
produce a known performance level prior to hiring this book is an inspiration
to the understanding of handwriting s foundation scientific base and why
handwriting analysis is real and works forget about what you may have learned
or heard of previously this book gives you the truth about handwriting you ll
be surprised and totally engaged in this most fascinating true presentation
does your handwriting actually change the answer is in this book is
handwriting analysis good for evaluating a mate absolutely before the ring
those and much more in this most forthright scientifically based presentation
welcome many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the
1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are
republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions
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using the original text and artwork a step by step approach to learning the
secrets of handwriting analysis with over 100 handwriting samples
individually examined no one is quite sure how or when the practice of
handwriting analysis started since the times of the ancient romans it has
been used to analyzed personality traits and in more recent times it has been
used to include the analysis of relationships and career paths secrets of
handwriting analysis offers a comprehensive introduction to the topic showing
you how to take a sample how to measure size width and height how to spot
more complex characteristics such as loops and tails and how to use these to
create an accurate and sensitive analysis read this book and discover all the
surprising insights that graphology has to offer how to employ handwriting
analysis to analyze personality career options and relationships the secrets
of series offers a unique juxtaposition of theory and practice providing
clear full explanations that demystify each subject and show you the best way
to apply it this book provides a thorough introduction to handwriting
analysis illustrated with many samples of handwriting shows you how to use
handwriting analysis to improve your career prospects and interpersonal
relationships and offers approximately 350 pictures that help clarify deep
ideas the abcs of handwriting analysis is an indispensable tool for anyone
hoping to peer behind the letters on a page professionals responsible for
hiring and managing other employees and hobbyists looking to uncover the
truths we reveal through our writing it demonstrates proven techniques for
deconstructing hand lettering to determine an individual s inner workings
revealing mental aptitudes and emotional characteristics odd or unusual
personality traits sense of humor sexual motivation and many other qualities
all through the critical analysis of the slant pressure size and shape of one
s scripted letters claude santoy s step by step instruction on the most
practical and up to date methods of handwriting evaluation includes
psychological interpretation of drawings and doodles methods of determining
mental health from handwriting workbook examples to help readers master the
system and a helpful glossary of terminology packed with useful information
the abcs of handwriting analysis is the ultimate guide for anyone interested
in uncovering the secrets hidden within handwriting the answers to all these
questions are written by everyone all the time a slip of the pen is as
revealing as a slip of the tongue and when you know what to look for even
hidden character traits are as easy to read as abc the writing s on the wall
this new entry in the extremely successful simply series is the best book on
the subject of graphology it explains what handwriting analysis is and why it
works and gives a brief history of the art then it delves into every aspect
of writing the way the writing moves across the pa the meaning of the pen
pencil and ink chosen the slope of the script the amount of space between
words the size and shape of the individual letters and signatures there s
even an examination of writing styles in headed paper logos shop signs and
other situations where the lettering has to make a good impression samples
throughout illustrate every point in fine visual style the name of book is
signature and handwriting analysis handwriting analysis a guide to
understanding personalities is a fascinating and revealing look at
handwriting as a window to behavior in thirteen chapters of well written text
and more than 100 writing samples the basics and the finer nuances of
handwriting analysis are illustrated and interpreted samples from well known
celebrities and public figures from various professions as well as persons
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with particular problems and illnesses are reviewed with clarity and
sensitivity personalities of the famous and infamous are revealed through
chapters covering contemporary novelists criminals upright citizens cloak and
dagger operators geniuses entertainers and others it s all there in black and
white the most popular book on this amazing discipline this volume shows
readers how to analyze almost any handwriting sample and understand the
special characteristics of the writer s personality drawing upon 30 years of
experience as a professional graphologist sheila lowe clearly explains what
every squiggle and dot says about a person from kurt cobain and jimmy smits
to ronald reagan and bill clinton this new edition is filled with hundreds of
real examples of handwriting to illustrate how handwriting indicates a person
s most basic and intimate traits hundreds of new handwriting examples up to
the minute information about graphology computer programs fascinating
anecdotes about graphology s role in criminal justice frogscratch is a dating
tool that allows you to peek into the depth of your dates character this
dating tool is handwriting analysis and its designed to save you heartache
and unpleasant surprises by understanding what you see in ones handwriting if
you see danger you are forewarned and can extricate yourself from the
situation fast this secret knowledge is known by only a few do not be
surprised if someone knowledgeable of handwriting has assessed your
personality using only a glance be among the informed let frogscratch teach
you this fun and easy craft handwriting is brain writing it is the brain
expressing itself by hand every person s handwriting has a combination of
hundreds of different symbols and strokes that mirror the writer s emotions
desires conflicts and personality each individual s handwriting is unique a
function of genetic inheritance and psychological and biological development
handwriting is as unique as fingerprints as writing reflects the writer s
inner nature and responses to the environment it is a recommended tool to
evaluate the potential traits in the writer s personality graphology
dictionary classic edition is a collection of personality traits that serve
as a reference guide for those analysing handwriting signatures and doodles
this is a new release of the original 1939 edition graphology handwriting
analysis can be traced back as far as roman times based on the belief that it
can give insights into an individual s personality skill areas and even
compatibility in relationships this book by a founder member of the
graphology society explains the basics of graphology and how to make a
detailed handwriting analysis many handwriting samples of size spacing slant
and other features are included for examination and assessment as well as
sample worksheets demonstrates through the analysis of samples from the
handwriting of famous people how to determine facts about yourself and others
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Handwriting Analysis 1995
is it possible to know all about someone just by looking at their handwriting
imagine you could ask anyone to write down two simple words yet you could
start telling them what they re like from their handwriting almost
immediately even complete strangers you must admit that would be cool how
could you know so much with so little information well with the graphology
system outlined in this new graphology book designed to be learned in few
days you can be giving interesting yet fun handwriting readings in no time at
all here are some points to consider can be learned over a weekend requires
only two words to be written down can be done for two or more people at the
same time a great ice breaker or conversation starter once you ve learned it
it s almost impossible to forget oh and did we mention the free audiobook we
almost forgot not only do you get the book packed with examples exercises and
top tips to make learning graphology as painless as possible you also get the
13 part audiobook thrown in as well flash cards with the book and audiobook
you also get a set of 10 flash cards print them off onto index cards and
stick them in your back pocket so you can have an instant refresher moment
while you re still learning the system no need for last minutes nerves a
quick look at your flash cards and you can top up your new found knowledge in
a jiffy powerful stuff seriously knowing this information is powerful
everyone is interested in themselves and by using the fun techniques in this
unique book you ll find that sometimes you simply haven t got the time to
check out everybody s handwriting reviews i really enjoyed reading your new
book and would heartily recommend it it is a great way to learn the art
without spending hours ploughing through the many books out there on the
subject richard osterlind julian is a wonderful teacher i ve tried learning
enough about graphology before to use as an adjunct to my mentalism
performances but it never stuck and i quickly became bored with julian s
system once the info is in your head it isn t easily leaving and i found the
whole process fun julian has set this up in a way that you get constant
reinforcement for your efforts and just want to keep going bill cushman i
have finished julian s book on graphology and highly recommend it julian has
condensed a large amount of information on graphology into an easily
memorized system and provided a presentation that is short sweet and can be
done on the back of a business card i like to explain how i am getting my
information as i am doing the reading and julian s system is perfectly suited
for this in fact it is so simple to explain that your subject will likely go
away believing they have learned something valuable even in the unlikely
event that most of your reading doesn t hit the mark so you really cannot
lose anyone that is interested in graphology should definitely pick up this
book john lumber as a long time graphologist i ve perused julian s manuscript
and can attest that it is exactly as described he s taken some of the real
meat of the subject and found a way to explain it clearly and simply and to
do it in a wicked clever mnemonic sort of structure that makes it quite easy
to remember and therefore easy to explain to others he s done a lot of hard
mental work so that you won t have to well worth the price tag for those who
wish to use it brane other kindle books in the speed learning series by
julian moore speed learning graphology the art of handwriting analysis speed
learning cartomancy a playing card reading primer speed learning palmistry
palm readings in your own words speed learning numerology numbers past and
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present with the lo shu square speed learning star signs

Graphology 1977
a collection of papers by practicing graphologists as well as critics from
many fields providing a balanced evaluation of claims that personality
aptitude and psychological and physical health can be determined through
handwriting analysis paper edition unseen 21 95 annotation copyright by book
news inc portland or

The Psychology of Handwriting 1991
learn the many ways handwriting can reveal personality traits in this
comprehensive introduction to graphology in handwriting analysis graphology
expert karen kristin amend offers a fresh approach to the principles of
graphology covering all aspects of handwriting from size and spacing to pace
and form quality this book is designed to help readers learn the skills of
whole person profiling amend demonstrates how to determine various
personality traits ranging from mood to moral character self confidence and
emotional needs she also shows how to detect emotional disturbance or mental
illness with new material for understanding the significance of the writing
rhythm this volume also provides handwriting samples of famous people

The ABCs of Handwriting Analysis 1992
shows practical uses of handwriting analysis including personal commercial
and governmental and shares the professional experiences of analyst allan k
grim

The Write Stuff 1973
handwriting analysis laws principles and more is mr cammarata s presentation
of handwriting s inherent scientific base from which handwriting is analyzed
like any other scientific study handwriting is based upon inescapable laws
elements principles which are exhibited each time a person writes these form
the stable rock of its foundation part of that rock is the only two possible
movements when writing these movements are stated with instant proof no
different than any other science handwriting s silent but dynamic portrayal
of personality is a wonderment of human analytical and historical development
handwriting is actually brain writing by assessing the permanent inescapable
elements a personality can be traced just like the infamous duck tracks
besides describing the elements principles laws original concepts of
handwriting will be presented a 20 year study to determine the very necessary
average standard size for writing is given with statistics and insight into
the power of handwriting a presentation is made implying handwriting s
reality source base further the generally accepted copybook standard writing
size is challenged with various arguments the process of personnel selection
before hiring is also presented and much to the employer s advantage it s the
personality that does the job not experience nor education yes the latter
help but they do not do the job only the inherent qualities matched to the
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job description can produce a known performance level prior to hiring this
book is an inspiration to the understanding of handwriting s foundation
scientific base and why handwriting analysis is real and works forget about
what you may have learned or heard of previously this book gives you the
truth about handwriting you ll be surprised and totally engaged in this most
fascinating true presentation does your handwriting actually change the
answer is in this book is handwriting analysis good for evaluating a mate
absolutely before the ring those and much more in this most forthright
scientifically based presentation welcome

The Psychology of Handwriting 2000-06-19
many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are
republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions
using the original text and artwork

Handwriting Analysis 1969
a step by step approach to learning the secrets of handwriting analysis with
over 100 handwriting samples individually examined

Handwriting Analysis 2009-02
no one is quite sure how or when the practice of handwriting analysis started
since the times of the ancient romans it has been used to analyzed
personality traits and in more recent times it has been used to include the
analysis of relationships and career paths secrets of handwriting analysis
offers a comprehensive introduction to the topic showing you how to take a
sample how to measure size width and height how to spot more complex
characteristics such as loops and tails and how to use these to create an
accurate and sensitive analysis read this book and discover all the
surprising insights that graphology has to offer how to employ handwriting
analysis to analyze personality career options and relationships the secrets
of series offers a unique juxtaposition of theory and practice providing
clear full explanations that demystify each subject and show you the best way
to apply it this book provides a thorough introduction to handwriting
analysis illustrated with many samples of handwriting shows you how to use
handwriting analysis to improve your career prospects and interpersonal
relationships and offers approximately 350 pictures that help clarify deep
ideas

Strokes Revised Edition 1939
the abcs of handwriting analysis is an indispensable tool for anyone hoping
to peer behind the letters on a page professionals responsible for hiring and
managing other employees and hobbyists looking to uncover the truths we
reveal through our writing it demonstrates proven techniques for
deconstructing hand lettering to determine an individual s inner workings
revealing mental aptitudes and emotional characteristics odd or unusual
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personality traits sense of humor sexual motivation and many other qualities
all through the critical analysis of the slant pressure size and shape of one
s scripted letters claude santoy s step by step instruction on the most
practical and up to date methods of handwriting evaluation includes
psychological interpretation of drawings and doodles methods of determining
mental health from handwriting workbook examples to help readers master the
system and a helpful glossary of terminology packed with useful information
the abcs of handwriting analysis is the ultimate guide for anyone interested
in uncovering the secrets hidden within handwriting

Analysis of Handwriting 2008
the answers to all these questions are written by everyone all the time a
slip of the pen is as revealing as a slip of the tongue and when you know
what to look for even hidden character traits are as easy to read as abc

The Only Handwriting Analysis Book You Will Ever
Need 1959
the writing s on the wall this new entry in the extremely successful simply
series is the best book on the subject of graphology it explains what
handwriting analysis is and why it works and gives a brief history of the art
then it delves into every aspect of writing the way the writing moves across
the pa the meaning of the pen pencil and ink chosen the slope of the script
the amount of space between words the size and shape of the individual
letters and signatures there s even an examination of writing styles in
headed paper logos shop signs and other situations where the lettering has to
make a good impression samples throughout illustrate every point in fine
visual style

Handwriting Analysis 2007
the name of book is signature and handwriting analysis

Handwriting Analysis 1990
handwriting analysis a guide to understanding personalities is a fascinating
and revealing look at handwriting as a window to behavior in thirteen
chapters of well written text and more than 100 writing samples the basics
and the finer nuances of handwriting analysis are illustrated and interpreted
samples from well known celebrities and public figures from various
professions as well as persons with particular problems and illnesses are
reviewed with clarity and sensitivity personalities of the famous and
infamous are revealed through chapters covering contemporary novelists
criminals upright citizens cloak and dagger operators geniuses entertainers
and others
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Handwriting Analysis 2016-08-26
it s all there in black and white the most popular book on this amazing
discipline this volume shows readers how to analyze almost any handwriting
sample and understand the special characteristics of the writer s personality
drawing upon 30 years of experience as a professional graphologist sheila
lowe clearly explains what every squiggle and dot says about a person from
kurt cobain and jimmy smits to ronald reagan and bill clinton this new
edition is filled with hundreds of real examples of handwriting to illustrate
how handwriting indicates a person s most basic and intimate traits hundreds
of new handwriting examples up to the minute information about graphology
computer programs fascinating anecdotes about graphology s role in criminal
justice

What You Should Know About Graphology - The Facts
About Telling Character From Handwriting 1979
frogscratch is a dating tool that allows you to peek into the depth of your
dates character this dating tool is handwriting analysis and its designed to
save you heartache and unpleasant surprises by understanding what you see in
ones handwriting if you see danger you are forewarned and can extricate
yourself from the situation fast this secret knowledge is known by only a few
do not be surprised if someone knowledgeable of handwriting has assessed your
personality using only a glance be among the informed let frogscratch teach
you this fun and easy craft

Handwriting Analysis Made Easy 1942
handwriting is brain writing it is the brain expressing itself by hand every
person s handwriting has a combination of hundreds of different symbols and
strokes that mirror the writer s emotions desires conflicts and personality
each individual s handwriting is unique a function of genetic inheritance and
psychological and biological development handwriting is as unique as
fingerprints as writing reflects the writer s inner nature and responses to
the environment it is a recommended tool to evaluate the potential traits in
the writer s personality graphology dictionary classic edition is a
collection of personality traits that serve as a reference guide for those
analysing handwriting signatures and doodles

Handwriting Analysis 2000
this is a new release of the original 1939 edition

Practical Guide to Handwriting Analysis 1996-03
graphology handwriting analysis can be traced back as far as roman times
based on the belief that it can give insights into an individual s
personality skill areas and even compatibility in relationships this book by
a founder member of the graphology society explains the basics of graphology
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and how to make a detailed handwriting analysis many handwriting samples of
size spacing slant and other features are included for examination and
assessment as well as sample worksheets

Handwriting Analysis 2001
demonstrates through the analysis of samples from the handwriting of famous
people how to determine facts about yourself and others

Secrets of Handwriting Analysis 2005-08-25

The ABCs of Handwriting Analysis 1969-07

You Can Analyze Your Own Handwriting 1980

Handwriting Analysis 2007

Simply Handwriting Analysis 1949

A Study in Handwriting Analysis 2023-10-06

Signature and Handwriting Analysis 1991-03-01

Handwriting Analysis 1939

You Wrote it Yourself 1978-12-12

What Your Handwriting Reveals 2007-01-02

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Handwriting Analysis,
2nd Edition 2017-02-25

Frogscratch: Handwriting Analysis 1949
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A Study in Handwriting Analysis 1993

Handwriting Analysis at Work 1959

The Master Key to Handwriting Analysis 2011-07-01

Handwriting Analysis 2022-01-06

Graphology Dictionary 1959

Handwriting Analysis 2013-10

You Wrote It Yourself 1995

The Elements of Graphology 1980

Handwriting Analysis Self-taught
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